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AB TRACT 
the AE i cia i fied among the highe 1 countrie in road accident � it ' 
an urgent nece it to derive proper and effective olut ion . One of the \ e l l -known 
olution to mo e to the Intel l igent Tran pOl1ation System ( ITS). ITS i 
achie\ ed b the implementation of advanced technologie to help the road to be 
marter, afer and more coordinated. There are d ifferent tudie and re earche 
publi  hed in thi area. Thi the i i mainly conducted to achieve the ame goal , 
which i increa ing the afety on our road . 
The a im of thi research i s  to bui ld a new clu tering protocol in the Hybrid 
en or ehicular Nehvork ( H SVN) .  H SVN is  introduced a a new concept that 
integrate wire Ie en or network along with ehicular networks to increa e the 
overal l  perfomlance of both network and the need of uch new protocol in these 
network is high. Al though there are many publ i  hed proposals, there is sti l l  a need 
to have a complete protocol that can reduce the sh0l1coming in the propo ed 
olutions. 
The main feature in the proposed protocol are creat ing a balanced sy tern 
by dividing tbe clu tering proce s overhead between tbe vehicles in the network 
and the Road S ide Unit  ( RS U ), so instead of relying only on the vehic le ' 
re ources, the RSU shares the proce s ' s  overhead by col lecting vehicles data, 
calculat ing weighting factors, and elect ing su i table cluster heads. Moreover, the 
proposed protocol reduces the computational and the communication costs by 
electing two cluster heads for each c luster; one acts as the main c luster head and 
the other a a standby c luster head. By this feature, if a cluster head moves outside 
the c luster region, there is  no need to run the clustering process again to elect a 
VII 
new e lu  ter head a a tandby c lu  ter head exi t .  A l  0, one of the mam 
characteri t ic of the new protocol i minimizing the col l i  ion in the y tem, and 
con equent l y  increa ing the throughput by defining the upper bound of the number 
of member in each c lu  ter. 
The 0\ era II perfol1nance of the propo ed protocol is very good and 
promise to oh e man cha l lenge in the ex i t ing protocols .  In addit ion,  the results 
ho\\ that thi protocol outperf0l111S one of the best exi t ing mobi l i ty protocols in 
tem1S of the total number of c lusters formed in the network, the number of ingle 
node c luster . the aturation throughput of the c1u ter , the communication 
overhead and energy con umpt ion reductions. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
According to the late t road stati t ic , the accident ' rate are in continuous 
increa e .  Police record ho\ \< that about 5 1 ,200 accidents happened in the period 
2006 and 20 1 1 ;  the e accidents led to 63 ,406 inj urie . I t  is depres ing to know that 
A is clas i fied a one of the cOllntrie that ha e the highe t rates in road 
accident re lative to it population. In addit ion, road accidents co t about 20 
b i l l ion dirham [ 1 ] . Moreo er, d ifferent studies show that the main cau es of road 
accident are due to the irresponsible beha ior of the driver and the h igh peeds 
[2 ] .  A a re ul t ,  everal projects and researches are conducted in this area in order 
to reduce the traffic accidents rates and increase the roads' safety. 
Through th i  chapter di fferent topic that are strongly related to the thesis 
are revie\\ ed and umm arized. Firstly, Inte l l igent Transp0l 1ation Systems (ITS) 
wi th d ifferent network configurations are pre ented. The networks' configmations 
include Mobile Ad hoc Networks ( MANET),  Vehicular Ad hoc Networks 
( V  ANET), W ireless Sen or etworks ( WSN) ,  and Hybrid Sensor Vehicular 
etworks ( H SVN ) .  Then, we shed the l ight on the IEEE  802. 1 1  p protocol in order 
to highl ight i ts  main features in  the vehicular networks. F ina l ly, we focus on the 
main goal of thi thesis which is c lustering. Clustering concept and benefit are 
presented in this chapter. Different c lustering approaches and c lassifications are 
discussed in the fol lowing chapter. 
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1.1 In te l l ige n t  Tran port a t ion y tern (IT ) 
The number of vehicle on our road i rapidly increa ing ear by year . 
Thi huge volume of vehicle leads to higher accident ' rate and more 
conge ted road . Therefore, there i a evere need to exploit ne\ technologies 
to minimize the fata l i t ie  in the treet and increa e the traffic afety. The 
I nt l l igent Tran portation y tem ( IT ) aim at increasing the road ' afety 
and enhan ing the roads ' efficiency. lTS consi t of commun ication ystem , 
e lectronic technologie , proce ing and contro l l ing unit . Moreo er, ITS have 
d ifferent appl ication, uch as overtaking a sistance, animal detection, road 
enforcement, o l l i  ion a oidance, etc . [ 3 ]  . There are e eral fornl of 
networks that are de i gned for intel l igent transport appl ications. The main 
fonus are the Mobile Ad hoc Networks ( MANET), Vehicular Ad hoc 
etwork ( VANET),  W ireless Sensor Nehvorks ( WSN),  and Hybrid Sensor 
ehicular envork ( H SVN ) .  
1 . 2  Mobile Ad h oc Networks (MANETs) 
Mobile Ad hoc etworks (MAN ETs) consists of mobi le users or nodes that 
can communicate wirelessly. These networks work in a distributed manner 
w ith no fixed infrastructure. MAN ETs have di fferent appl ications such as 
batt lefield , environmental monitoring, cars networks, etc . The main 
charactelistics of M AN ETs are: the nodes' movement is  not restricted to a 
certain  pattern and can move freely in the field. Also MANET have more 
concentration on energy as the nodes depend on exhaust ible batteries. In 
addi tion, these networks are prone to di fferent ecurity threats that influence 
their perfomlance and their overal l  functions [4] . 
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1.3 Veh icuJa r Ad hoc �eh ork (V A.:\'ET ) 
Vehicu lar ad hoc network ba enom10U re earcher ' attent ion due to i t  
unique feature . I t  can improve road afety, increa e the  traffic efficiency, and 
offer ent rta inment . VA ET con i t of ensors that are embedded on 
\ ehicle and on road ide units .  There are two form of communication in thi 
neh\ ork:  the veh icle to vebicle ( 2 ) and the vehicle to roadside ( 2 R) 
communicati n . The e networks are di fferent from other wirele s networks in 
many a pects, for example, V ANETs ha e predictable vehicles movements 
v.hich are re tricted to road ' tructure and traffic regulation . Moreo er 
A ET have powerful proce ing units and large storage capacit ie . A lso, 
the do not ha e a problem with the energy con traints since they rely on the 
vehic le ' batteries. However, V ANET suffer from l ink disconnectivi t ies due 
to the high mobi l i ty of ehicle and low density in rural area [5] .  
1 .4 \Vireless Sensor Net works ( WSNs) 
W ireless Sen or ehvorks consi t of t iny stationary sensors that have high 
efficiency detect ion capabi l i t ies wi th low costs. H owever, the e nehvorks have 
l im ited energy resources and low processing and storage capaci t ies [6] . 
1 .5 Hybrid Sen sor Veh icu lar Net works ( HSVNs) 
I n  order to strengthen tbe advantages of  V AN ETs and WSNs and 
compensate for their weaknesses, the new concept of Hybrid Sensor Vehicular 
etworks ( HSVNs) i introduced. In H SVN s, stationary nodes are deployed 
along the road sides to cont inuously col lect information about the road 
conditions. Tben, the gathered data is del ivered to the passing vehicles where 
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the ",,11 1 tran fer i t  to other region u ing di fferent di  emination protocol [ 7] 
. In H there are t\ type of en or node: ensor that are embedded on 
the vehicle v. hich i knO\\'n a ehicular node and sen ors that are deployed 
on the l ighting pole at road ide knO\\ n a Road ide en or node [8] . It i to 
be noted that H do not uffer from energy constraint ; tm i due to the 
a\ 'ai labi l i ty of road fac i l i t ie  \ hich can provide an altemat ive power upply 
from the power l ine or from olar panel [ 3 ] .  
1 .6 I EEE 802. 1 1 P 
The Federal Communication Commis ion ( FCC) a l located 75 M Hz of the 
frequenc pectrum in the range 5 . 85-5 .925 GHz  for the vehicle to vehicle and 
ehicle to road ide communications. Thi spectrum is  the Dedicated Short Range 
Communication ( DSRC) which ha one control channel and s ix service channels 
[ 5 ] .  The e channels are divided into a safety crit ical channel and non-safety 
channel with 1 0  M Hz bandwidth. The safety critical channel has the priority over 
other channels and i t  has the highe t transmi ion power. Each channel has four 
acce s categorie which are ACO, AC l ,  AC2, and AC3 . The AC3 has the highest 
priori ty over the other categories. For each d ifferent category, the Arbitration Inter 
Frame Space ( A l FS )  and the Contention Window (CW) are selected accordingly. 
The phy ical l ayer of  the IEEE 802. 1 1  p is  based on OFDM which stands for 
Orthogonal Frequency Division M ult iplexing. 
I t  has been hown that the RSU distance should not exceed 1 000 m in order 
to transmit steady data streams to the pass ing vehic les .  Moreover, it is  
recommended that  the maximum delay for the safety appl ications hould not 
exceed ] 00 ms. Addit iona l ly, in order to minimize the delay in the contro l  channel 
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for the afety application , the total e changed packet hould be Ie than 1000 
packet per econd [9] .  IEEE 02 . 1 1 p i de igned to pro\ ide 2V and 2 R  
communication in the range u p  t o  1000m and velocity u p  t o  30 ml . A l  0, it 
upport a wide tran mi ion rate from 3 to 27 bp [10] .  
O n  the other hand, I E E E  02. 1 1 P depend o n  the Canier Sense Mult iple 
cces Col l i  ion voidance (CSM A)  as a medium access method. The IEEE 
802. 1 1  p Distributed Coordination Function (DCF)  defines two different access 
mechanism which are the basic acce mechanism and RTS/CTS ( Request to 
end/C lear to end ) acces mecbani m. The former is a hvo way handshaking 
teclu1ique and i t  i ummarized in the fol lowing steps: 
]. A node that has a packet to transmit monitors the medium . 
I f  the medium is idle for a period of t ime equal to the Distributed Inter­
Frame Space (D I F S )  then the packet wi l l  be transmitted. 
3 .  H owe\ er, i f  the medium i s  busy, the node w i l l  observe the channel unti l  i t  
becomes idle for a D I FS,  then i t  w i l l  wait for a random back off interval 
before transmitt ing in order to minimize the probabil i ty of col l isions. 
4. Al  0, the node should wait a random back off t ime beween nvo 
consecutive transmissions to avoid capturing the medium for a long t ime 
which affects the other transmissions. 
5 .  When the packet i s  received successful ly, a n  ACK i s  sent a fter a period of 
t ime cal led the ShOJi I nter-Frame Space ( S I FS ) .  
DCF supports an  exponent ia l  back off scheme, where the back off t ime i s  
chosen from 0 to  W - J .  W stands for the contention window and its value depends 
on the n umber of fai l ing transmissions. At the fir t attempt, W is equal to CWmin 
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(mmimum contention vvmdow) and each t ime i doubled for each un ucce ful 
attempt unti l  it reache C max. In addit ion, the back off t ime counter is  
decrem nted a the medium is  en ed id le .  On the other hand, the node transmits 
when the back off t imer become zero. Al 0, thi counter i frozen when there i a 
tran mis  ion in the medium, and i activated \ hen the medium is sensed idle. 
The econd acce teclm ique which is  the RTS/CTS is s imi lar to the ba ic 
acce method, but in tead of sending the packet direct ly, a short RTS frame is sent 
as a requ t to re ene th medium. Then, the recei ing node wi l l  wait for a S IFS 
before repla ing wi th CTS frame, giving permission to the request ing node to 
tran mit .  After recei i ng the CTS frame, the node then is  a l lowed to send i ts  
pa keto This method i beneficial  in reducing the hidden tem1 inal problem. Figure 
1 . 1  i l l u  trate both CSMAlCA access methods. 
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Not USing IEEE 802 11 
RTS/CTS E change 
Assemble 
a Frame 
Transmit RTS 
Transmit 
Application Data 
NO 
NO 
Walt for Random 
Back off Time 
Using IEEE 802.11 RTS/CTS Exc hange 
Figure 1 . 1 :  CSM CA access methods (source: Communication et\ orks,2006) 
1 .7 C l u s teri ng 
Me sage in H SVNs are broadcasted among the nodes however a number 
of chal lenges appear to affect rel iable  broadcasts. The straight forward method of  
broadca t i ng  i flooding. I n  the flooding mechanism, each node in the network that 
receives a broadcast message wi l l  rebroadcast it to its nearby nodes. Al though this 
method looks s imple and easy to implement, i t  causes a broadcasting stom1 
problem. This problem exists when there are redundant rebroadcasting messages as 
each node wi l l  receive mult ip le copies of the ame message; wasting bandwidth 
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and proce ing re ource . In addition, high contention occur to acce the \\ irele s 
channel ince a l l  node v.ant to rebroadca t at the arne t ime.  A a re ul t ,  the 
number of col l i  ion in the neh ork inc rea e a \ ell as the delay [I 1 ] . 
In order t minimize the flooding cau ed by the network inefficient 
broadca t ing, e\ eral clu tering a lgori thm are de igned. Clu tering i a technique 
to group the node that have imi lari t ie ac ording to orne criteria together. Each 
algorithm ha spec i fic cri teria tJlat play a crit ical role in  bui ld ing a table c luster. 
C lu  ter tabi l i ty is a very important factor that most of the clustering algorithms 
attempt to achie e. The table c luster i the c lu  ter that does not change it c lu ter 
head very frequentl a the topology of the network change [ 1 2] .  
1 .7.1  Benefi t s  of  Clu  t eri ng  
A good c lu tering a lgorithm has  many benefits [ 1 3 ] such as :  
• Reu ing the network resources : when two c lu  ters are not adjacent, they 
can a l locate the same frequency or code et. 
• Con ervi�g communication bandwidth and reducing tran mis ion 
overhead : the du tering process e l iminates the unnecessary e change of 
messages among the nodes. 
• Aggregation of  topology infol111ation: as the number of  node in the c luster 
is  smal ler than the number of nodes in the entire nenvork, then each node i s  
only required to tore a smal l  portion of the  whole network routing 
infonnation. 
• E fficiency and Stab i l i ty :  the network with c lusters seems to be more stable.  
For example, when a node leaves its c luster, only the corresponding 
c l usters w i l l  update their data structures and the other c lusters will be kept 
without any change. 
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1 .  The i oven-ie,\-
The main object i\  e of th i  th i i to design a complete elu tering protocol 
that uitable [or I I  brid en or Vehicular etworks by con idering all the 
a pect that in fluence the e network . 
The the 1 report tart \ ith the l iterature re ie' in chapter 2 which discu e 
e\ eral e'i tIng e lu  tering algorithm , their cia si fication , and a compari on 
bel\ een them. Chapter 3 include the propo ed protocol design, the problem 
tatement, the methodology, the design chal lenges, the new features, the protocol 
operation, and final ly the throughput calculations. Then, chapter 4 presents the 
imulation, the re u l t  found, and the d iscu s ion of the re u l t  . The la t chapter is  
the conelu ion of the the i s  and the uggested future works. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Litera ture Review 
There are e\ eral c lu  tering a lgorithm that \\ ere de igned for both 
M ET and A ET . Each algori thm ha di fferent criteria that play a critical 
r Ie  in bui lding a table  clu ter. ome of the e a lgorithm bui ld their c lu  ter 
ac ording to a ingle metric hile other de i gn i t  con idering mult iple metrics. 
In thi chapter, we divide the c lu  tering algorithm into di fferent 
c la i fication . These cia i fication depend on how the nodes are grouped into 
c lu  ter and hO\ the c luster head i elected . 
2 . 1  Classificat ion a n d  Com parison 
Clu  tering a lgorithms are c las i fied based on the criteria for the election of the 
elu ter head into di fferent categorie : 
2.1 . 1  I D-based c Iu  teri n g  
I n  the  Lowe t ID  ( L I D )  algorithm each node is  assigned a di t inct I D  that is  
distributed randomly among the nodes. A c luster head is  selected based on the I D  
Yalue ,  a node with the minimum ill i s  e lected a s  a CH .  L I D  hows a better 
throughput when compared with the h ighest degree a lgorithm which depends on 
the maximum number of neighbors ( more detai ls are in the next section) .  However, 
the highest degree a lgorithm i better than L I D  in terms of the number of c lusters 
which are fewer in the h ighest degree scheme [ 1 4] .  The main drawbacks are :  first, 
considering the lowe t I D  as a parameter to dist inguish between the ordinary nodes 
and the CHs  is a weak decision; the reason is that the ill is distributed randomly 
among the nodes and does not represent any val uable informat ion about the nodes. 
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oreo\ er, the n de that i e lected a a H wi l l  run out of energy earl ier than 
other node due to it role a c1u ter head that need to end and receive lono b 
di tance me age from c lu  ter member , be ide data aggregation of col lected 
data. 
2. 1 .2 :\od a l  d egree-ba ed c lu  ter ing  
The fi r  t algori thm that is bui l t  according to  the nodal degree i pre ented in 
[ 1 4] .  The degree of a node is calculated ba ed on its di tance from other nodes. 
The node with the ma imum number of neighbor is cho en as a c l  uster head. This 
a lgorithm is  good due to the fact that the CH i not frequent ly being changed, but it 
ha a 10\\ througbput compared to the L I D  algorithm. This algorithm does not 
pec i fy certa in  number of nodes in each c luster. In other word , it has no 
l im itation in the clu ter size, which results i n  decreasing the throughput of the 
c luster. 
Later on, in 2002 a connect ivi ty ba ed k-hop c lustering (k-CON I D )  was 
propo ed [ 15] . Thi a lgorithm combines two wel l -known clustering algorithm : 
L I D  and h ighe t degree algorithms. It considers the connect ivi ty degree as a 
primary criterion and the lowe t ID as a econdary cri terion in selecting the e lu  ter 
head. A c luster con ists of a l l  the nodes that are at k-hops from the CH .  The node 
that has the highest connectivi ty is  cho en a a C H .  However if there are two 
nodes that ha e the arne connectivity then the node with the lowest ID is  selected 
as a CH .  
The c luster i s  updated whenever the network topology change . There are four 
di fferent cases that cause re-c1ustering. A node joining a network, a node leaving a 
network, an existing l ink is disconnected, and a new l ink is created. In the first case 
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\ .. hen a neli. node intend to join the nenvork, it check i f  it is at a di tance up to k­
hop from an exi  t ing H then it join one of them. I f  not, it a ign i tsel f a a 
nev, C H ,  create it wn c lu ter, and invite it k-hop neighbor to join its group. 
ln  the econd a e when a node lea\ es the clu ter, there are nvo pos ibi l i t ie  : if a 
node i an ord inary node then nothing \ i l l  change in the c lu ter. Howe er, i f  the 
node that lea e the c lu  ler is a C H .  then a new CH should be elected from the k­
hop neighbor within the c lu ter. The third ca e happens when an existing l ink is 
di connected. If the di connected link exi ts benveen two nodes that belong to 
eparate clu ter , then no action is  taken. On the other hand, i f  the l ink is  between 
tv, 0 node that are within one c l uster then the CH should check that a l l  the nodes 
within the c lu  ter are k-hop neighbors. I f  not then nodes with more than k-hops 
\\ i l l  be di connected and should form another c luster. For the last case when a new 
l ink is created between 1:\\10 nodes in two different c lu  ters, there wi l l  be di fferent 
ca e that hould be considered . For example, if the two nodes are not C Hs, then 
nothing wi l l  change. But, i f  both nodes are CH then according to some cri teria 
one node wi l l  be a CH and other nodes within k-hops distance wi l l  join the c luster. 
When companng this  a lgorithm with the lowest ill algorithm, K-CONill 
algorithm show better resul ts than lowe t ill  ill case k= 1 ,  but  when k=2 the 
d ifference between the hvo algori thms is sma l l .  
M aglaras and Katsaros proposed in [ 1 6] a c lustering algorithm that is based on  
the  force-directed methods. E very node appl ies a force to  i t s  neighbors based on 
their distances and velocit ies .  I f  the total magni tude of the forces that are appl ied to 
a vehic le  i negat ive, then this means that a vehicle is moving away from the 
surrounding vehicles. On the other hand, if the total magnitude of the forces that 
are appl ied to a vehicle is positive, then this means that a vehicle is  moving in the 
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ame direction and to\\'ard the other vehicle . The total force i u ed in order to 
elect a u i table C H .  The node that has the large t number of po i t i ,  e neighbor 
elected a a I I . The ize of the e lu ter i 2 -hop at most. 
]n  c lu  ter maintenance pba e ,  a new n de that intend to join a clu ter, checks 
the total force appl ied n i t  with re pect to the total force appl ied to the CH .  I f  the 
CH ba a higher force, then i t  accept the node a a c luster member. Otherwise, the 
new node (rie to find nearby free node to [oml a ne\ elu ter. On the other hand, 
if a member node find at any t ime that i t  ha a higher force than any of the 
urrounding CH ; i t  hould a ign i t  el f a a free node and try to form its own 
lu ter. In addi t ion,  if two CH become within the ame range, then the one that 
ha a lower force \ i l l  give up its CH role  to the other CH and become a member. 
Thi a lgorithm wa compared to the lowest I D  algorithm and tationary local 
peer group archi tecture ( LPG),  and i t  \Va found that the proposed algorithm ha 
smal ler a erage number of clu ters changed than tbe other two algorit hms. 
Moreover, the total number of c luster fomled i less compared to the lowest ID .  
A l  0, t he  average c luster l i fetime is h igher in the  proposed a lgorithm than in the 
lowest I D .  
M oreover, a H ierarchical Clustering Algorithm ( HCA) i s  proposed in [ 1 7] .  
This a lgorithm handle channel access and schedules the transmissions in the 
c luster in order to have rel i ab le  communicat ion and avoid col l is ions. The 
transmissions within the c luster are only a l lowed by the CH which as igns  a 
pec ific slot for each member to transmi t .  The algorithm does not depend on the 
G PS to  know the node ' s  location; instead i t  gathers the connect ivi ty from the 
messages sent. Three levels of hierarchy are defined: slave, cl uster relay, and 
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c lu  ter head. The lave node i the regular node, the c 1u ter rela i the node that 
forward me ages from the C H  to the lave node , and the CH node i tbe node 
that manage and coordinate the hared channel acce s. The control me age that 
are u ed are the Y C me age which are created by the CH and the ACK 
me age which are created by the la e node . The algorithm ha four pha es:  the 
first three relate to the clu ter fomlation and the fourth one relates to the c luster 
maintenance. 
The main drawbacks of this algorithm are: The C H 's election proce s is  not 
perfect; thi is becau e they elect a la e node that receives hvo SYNC mes ages 
from ffi o c lu  ter re lays a a CH and the other important factors such as: cars ' 
\. elocit ie , locat ion , etc. are neglected . Moreover, the authors assumed that the 
first three pha es of the algOlithm take place while the node are stat ic ;  obviously 
thi  as umption not rea l ist ic,  ince it ignores the mobi l ity of vehicles in 
ANET . 
2. 1 .3 MObi l i t y-based c l u s teri n g  
A Weighted Clustering Algorithm (WCA)  [ 1 8] is  one of the flTSt c lustering 
a lgorithms that take into account the mobi l i ty parameters. It considers several 
parameter such as: the tran mis ion power, nodes' mobi l i ty, ideal node degree, 
and battery power of the nodes. Each node i supposed to calculate its combined 
weight and the node that has the minimum weight is elected as a C H .  This 
a lgorithm l i mits the c luster size to achieve load balancing by predefining a specific 
threshold that a C H  can handle in order to faci l i tate the medium access control 
protocols operations.  The c luster head election process is  perf0TI11ed on-demand 
and not periodical ly  to save the computation and communication costs. The major 
drawback of the WCA is that i t  use tbe global minimal  concept in order to form 
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the c lu ter. It mean that a l l  the nodes in the neh\ ork ha to knO\\ the \\ eight of a l l  
other node to  tart the  c lu  tering proce which con ume a lot of time and 
network re ource . 
MOBIC [ 1 9] which i mobi l i ty ba ed metric for c lustering in mobi le ad hoc 
nChvork , i  another a lgori thm that i ba ed on the mobi l ity. Thi algorithm is 
imi lar to th lov" e t I D  c lu  tering algorithm in execution and the di fference i only 
that the MOBlC u e mobi l i ty metric to fonn the c lu  ters in  tead of the I D  
information. A l l  nodes in  the network end and receive hel lo me ages from other 
node . Then, each node mea ure the re ei ed power Ie el and calculates the 
relat ive mobi l i ty metric . A fter that, each node wi l l  have a neighbors ' l i st that 
contain the relat ive mobi l i ty alue for each neighboring node. Then, the node with 
the lowest mobi l i ty value i s  selected as a C H .  Moreover, i f  hvo nodes have the 
same mob i l i ty a lues, then the node w ith the lowest ID is  chosen as a CH .  
The s imulator u ed  to check the perforn1ance of the  proposed algorithm is NS-
2 .  The re  u l t s  show that th i s  algori thm ha  few improvements on  the lowest ID  
a lgorithm. However, i t  has some l imitations in implementation. For example, 
MOBIC a lgorithm is  good only in the moderate and high t ransmiss ion range and 
perfoID1s worse than the lowest I D  in the short transmission ranges. 
In [20] , a mobi l i ty  based d-hop c lustering a lgorithm for mobi le  ad hoc 
networks is proposed. In this a lgori thm nodes with s imi lar mobi l i ty are grouped 
together i n  one c luster. The d iameter of the c luster is not restricted to wo hops, but 
i t  i flex ib le  and can be detennined by the stab i l i ty of the c luster. The distance 
between the nodes can be measured based on the received ignal strength. From 
the variation of the estimated distances, the re lative mobi l i ty pattern beween tbe 
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node can be found u ing orne tati tical te ting. Init ia l l y, the node are grouped 
into 2 -hop c lu  ter ba ed on their mobi l it pattern, and then the c lu  ter lze are 
expanded by merging two or more c lu  ter ba ed on the same metric .  
Each node in the netv. ork tarts periodical l y  by broadca t ing a hel lo me sage 
that include it local tabi l i ty val ue \ hich i the tandard deviation of re lative 
mobi l i ty  \ a lue of all neighbor that i calculated from the ignal trength of the 
recei ed me age from other node . So, a fter the discovery period, each node wi l l  
ba\  e a complete picture about a l l  i t s  neighbors. Then, after the assignment period, 
each node compare it tabi l i ty alue with i t  neighbors' values. Then, the node 
with the lowest stab i l i ty value is  elected a a C H .  Then, in order to characterize 
the movement of its cOlTesponding group members, each C H  computes the 
est imated mean distance for the clu ter. I n  case there are two node with the ame 
stabi l i ty  value , the e lect ion of the CH are postponed for certain back off period. 
After the back off period, the local  stab i l i ty value is recomputed to find the most 
suitable C H .  
A fter the di  covery stage, a l l  the c lu  ters are only 2 -hop c lusters. So, the 
merging tage come after the discovery stage in order to expand the c luster size. 
So, when a non-cl u  tered node ini t iates the merging process, it starts col lecting 
amples for e t imated distances between the node . Then, i t  computes the mean of 
the estimated distance and the relat ive mobi l  i ty. F inal ly, i t  joins the c luster that has 
a neighbor with the lowest stabi l i ty value .  
In the maintenance stage, the network topology changes because ei ther a node 
jo ins or leaves a c luster. If a new node jo ins a c luster, then the merging process 
takes place. On the other hand, i f  a node leaves a c luster and this node is a CH,  
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then the immediate neighbor of the CH init iate th di co\ery tage to elect a new 
I J .  
The perfonnance o f  th i  algorithm i te ted u mg -2 imulator. It i 
compared V\ i th the lowe t 10  and MOBle algori tlml and found that it outperfoml 
them in tenn of the number of e lu  ter fomled. 
A \\ eight based adapti e e lu  tering algorithm ( W BACA) [2 1 ]  i propo ed in 
order to overcome the drawbacks of the WCA algOlithm. WCA algorithm finds the 
global minima of the weights, wherea the W BACA finds the local minima of the 
\",eight . I t  depend on tbe tran mission power, transmission rate, mobi l i ty, battery 
PO\ er and the nodal degree in f0TI11 ing the cl uster. Each node is as igned a weight 
that represents its sui tabi l i ty to be either a C H  or a member in the c luster. The node 
with the smal lest weight is elected as a C H .  This algorithm doe not a l low two 
C H  to b e  one hop neighbors o f  each other. A lso a l l  member nodes are one hop 
from their C H  . Moreover, node that are connecting nvo c lu  ters are cal led 
gateway . 
Each node periodical ly broadcast a hel lo message to its neighbors . The 
mes age contains its I D .  Once the hel lo packet are received from al l  neighboring 
nodes within the node ' s  transmission range, the neighbor's  table i created and 
broadcasted to other nodes. Also, each node calculates its weight value and sends it 
to a l l  its neighbors. A join-request message and a join-Ack message are used to 
fOlm the c luster. 
The a lgoritillil i tested using a G loMoSim. IEEE 802. 1 1  is  used a a MAC 
l ayer and AODV is selected as a routing protocol .  The mobi l i ty model u ed here is  
the random waypoint  model .  The experimental results show that the proposed 
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algorithm perfonn better than both the lowe ( I D  and WCA algorithm in tenn of 
number of the clu ter fonned . On the other hand, the \ BACA outperfoml tbe 
other (\\ 0 a lgorithm in tenn of tart ing time delay ince it depend on the local 
minima concept. 
H vv ang t al  propo ed a combined weight-ba ed di tribution c lustering 
a lgorithm in [22]  and a h ierarchical tructure that aims at maintaining a stable 
net\vork topology. The algori thm ha three di fferent phase , namely: init ial izat ion, 
clu ter etup, and clu ler maintenance. The in i t ial  ization phase is executed at the 
begilming o [ the y tem and at c luster reconfiguration due to the battery exhau tion 
of the node . 
Thi algori thm tart by defining the nodes ' ID and l ocation coordinates. Then, 
the node degree within the tran mission range is  found. A fter that, the sum of the 
di tance for each node with all i t  neighbor is  calculated. Then, the a erage 
peed for a l l  nodes are computed. F inal ly,  the combined weight for each node is  
calculated and the node wi th the smal lest weight i e lected as a CH .  
Each node ends a he1 10 message which includes i t s  weight to  its neighbors. 
Then, within certain t ime, each node wi l l  ha e a set consist ing of the nodes' 
numbers and their weights. After setting the c lusters, each member in the c luster 
ends a periodic be l lo message to tbe c luster head to manage the topology. 
The topology change has been contro l led tlu'ough the maintenance pha e .  After 
the CH has been selected, the C H  chooses a node from its neighbors with the 
smal lest weight as a pre-defined CH . Thi node is  selected in order to share the 
respon ib i l i ty with the CH to have a load balancing in tbe network. In case a 
member node i s  leaving the c luster: i f  the node can connect to the C H  through the 
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gate\'. ay, then there i no change in the c lu  ter topology. But, i f  the node went 
outside the c lu  ter and it cannot connect to the gateway, then the node hould 
perform a re-clu tering proce uch practice affect the configuration of other 
c lu  ter and lower the 0 eral l  tabi l i ty o[ the c lu  ter . 
Thi algOlithm wa te ted u ing the GloMo im ( Global Mobile Informat ion 
tem imu lator) with uni form random di tribution created by random way point 
model .  The re ul t  show that the propo ed algorithm maintains similar number of 
clu ter al tbough the speeds of the node are not fixed.  Moreover, the algorithm 
ha a mal l  overhead when compared to WCA and W BACA algori thms. The 
rea on behind thi is that the proposed algorithm uses infom1ation of its neighbors 
only and neglect the infonnation re lated to outside of its transmission range, i . e. 
local minima. 
In 2008, a new c lustering protocol for mobi le ad hoc network was designed 
[23 ] .  In th is  protocol, c l u  tering has been perfoffi1ed in t\lv'O phase : c luster 
fom1ation and c luster maintenance. Each node has four pos ib le tates: NORMAL, 
ISOLATED, CLUSTER-HEAD, and GATEWAY. 1 11 the network, each node is  
assigned with a unique I D, and each node maintains a neighbor table that  con ists 
of node' ill, cluster ' s  r D, the status of the node, the combined weight, and the 
tran m ission power. There is  another table which is  named CH neighbor table .  
This tab le  contain information about the other neighbor CHs. In this algorithm, 
each node sends a periodic message to not i fy i ts neighbors about its presence. 
Then, each node bui lds its neighbor table according to the received information. 
The election proce s starts  when the topology is  stable .  The node with the largest 
weight is selected as a C H .  
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At tbe beginning, a l l  the node are in the I OLATED tate. To tart the 
clu tering fonnation, each node end a L IVE me age that contain the node 1 0. 
the H 10 'Nhich i ini t ia l l equaJ to - J , the weight group \ here each group ha 
di fferent pliority, and the tate of the node. When recei ing thi infomlation, each 
node recalculate it \\ eight. 
In order to elect a H, the node hould  \ ait for a predetermined period of 
t ime Te to tart e lect ing a CH . During tbi period. di fferent ituation could 
happen : 
• I f  an l OLA TED node receive a L IVE me sage from any CH node before 
the Te period, then the node should change its C H  ill field to the new C H  
l D  and change i t s  state t o  NORMAL.  
• I f  an ] SOLATED node doe not receive a L I V E  message from any C H  
node after the Te period, i t  searches t h e  neighbors ' table for a node that ha 
the largest weight value and e lects i t  as a CH .  
• I f  i t  doe not find in i ts neighbors ' table a node with a higher alue than i ts  
value ,  then i t  e lects i tsel f as a C H  and changes i ts state to a C LUSTER­
H EAD.  
• I f  a node receives a L IVE message from mult ip le CHs, then it should 
choo e any of them as a C H .  
The C H  broadcasts a periodic L IV E  m e  sage every T i  seconds within i ts 
c l uster i n  order to maintain the c luster. Also, the c luster members are supposed to 
send a L I  E message every 2Ti .  If c luster members do not recei e a L IVE 
message from the  CH after 2 T i ,  then they real ize that the  C H  does not exist 
anymore and the c luster election should resume. 
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To te t the performance of the propo ed algorithm , 2 imulator \\ a u ed. 
The re u l t  ho\\ ed that the propo ed a lgorithm outperform CA in term of the 
a\ erage number of created c luster , the connecti i ty of the node , and the 
0\ erhead. 
In [24] , a Di tributed Mobi l ity-Adapt i ve C lu  tering ( DMAC) i pre en ted. At 
the ini t ial ization pha e, a node decides it role  by comparing i ts weight \ ith it 
neighbor ' \\ eight, and if i t  finds a node with a higher weight than i t  weight, then 
it join this c lu  ter a a member. Moreover, there are two other phases that are 
running if a l ink fai l  or  a new l ink i added. In both case , the  node always checks 
i t  neighbor and changes its role according to the surrounding neighbors. 
There are some dra\ backs in DMAC algorithm as it is a general c lustering 
framework that neglects some impOliant points; for example, the nodes do not 
update their weights which lead to consuming the c luster head ' s  energy as i t  is  not 
updated. A a re u l t ,  a modified ver ion of DMAC is proposed in [25 ] .  This 
algorithm tries to a oid the re-cJustering when the nodes move in d ifferent 
d irections by using periodical He l lo messages that estimate the connection t ime. 
So, if two node move within the transmission range and in opposite directions, it 
does not run the c Ju  tering process as the t ime is very short . A lso, sending the 
Hel lo  mes age periodical l y  helps in updat ing the infom1ation of the neighbors . 
A 1though this algori thm looks efficient, the simulation is not real ist ic .  This i due 
to using the lowest ID or the maximum degree criteria to select the CHs and i t  does 
not use the mobi l i ty parameters for simulation. 
A new algorithm for c lustering formation in V ANETs based on the lane 
detection is proposed in [26) . It as umes that each vehic le is  embedded with a 
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digital treet map and a lane detection y tem in order to knO\\ i t  exact lane. The 
algonthm i de igned for urban cenario with inter ection . The clu ter head i 
e lected in the lane that rno t of the traffic flow in. Together with the lane 
infol111at ion. each ehicle compute a c lu  ter head level which depend on the 
network connect iv i ty level ,  tbe average distance level, and the average velocity 
le\ el to elect a clu ter head. The vehicle \ ith the highest Ie  el i e lected a a CH .  
The main drawbacks of  thi algorithm is  that i t  con iders only one traffic direction 
and the c lu  ter f0l111ation i perfomled only for the vehicle that move with the 
majority of the traffic flow. Moreover, the c luster fomlation is  processed 
periodical ly .  which increases the 0 erhead and wa tes the network resources. 
A Type-based C lu  ter-forming AlgOllthm ( TCA) IS propo ed in [27]  to 
m1I1 1mlZe the number of c luster head updates in an emergency. The c luster 
fom1ation i ba ed on tbe t ype of  the node; where a l l  the nodes that belong to one 
type are grouped together. In this case, three di fferent types of groups are 
considered: a re cue group a fire-fight ing group, and a paramedical group.  Each 
node sends a periodical ly  hel lo message to i ts neighbor that contains i t  I D  l P  ( for 
routing and dist ingui hing node ' s  type), status ( ordinary, gateway, and CH node), 
location, and stabi l i ty  factor. The stabi l i ty  factor rel ies on: the relative mobi l i ty of 
nodes with respect to each other, the average sum of distances, the connectivity 
degree, and the remaining battery power. The node that has the lowest stabi l ity 
factor is  more l i ke ly to be a CH. Each CH within its c luster reassign new I Ds for 
each member according to their stabi l i ty values; a node that has the highest 
stabi l i ty  value is assigned the h ighest I D  and so on. 
The s imulation includes 50 nodes in 1 00 X 1 00 uni t  area' where in group 1 and 
2 there are 20 nodes in each, and 1 0  nodes in group 3. The proposed algorithm is  
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compared with L I D  and WC algorithm . The re u l t  ho\\ that the TCA 
outperfonn the other two algorithm in term of the average number of CH : i .e .  
the propo ed algori thm ha a table number of CH when the velocity i varied. 
Moreo\ er. the propo ed algorithm ha a lower c lu  ter update rate than both L ID  
and WCA algorithm . 
A dynamic c lu  tering algorithm ( DCA) ba ed on mobi l i ty metrics for VA ETs 
propo ed in [2 ] .  Thi algoritlm1 depend on the pat ia l  dependency. It capture 
the imi larity of the mobi l i ty of two nodes within the transmission range. Two 
main mobi l i ty metrics are found for each node; the average velocity and the 
a\ erage accelerat ion. Each node broadcasts its mobi l i ty infonnat ion to i ts 
neighbor by Hel lo me sage, and then a node finds its relative velocity and relative 
acceleration w ith i ts one hop neighbors. The authors define the spatial dependency 
as the mul t ip l ication of the node' s  relative velocity and relative acceleration. After 
that, each node finds it total dependency and the c luster relation which is  defined 
a the average total dependency of all its neighbor . The higher value of the c luster 
relation indicates that the node ha more simi lar mobi l i ty properties with its 
neighbors. A lso, the node that has the highest c luster relation value among its 
neighbors i s  con idered as a C H .  
The perfonnance of  DCA is tested usmg the N S-2 s imulator, and i t  is 
compared with the lowest ID and maximum degree algorithms. The DCA 
outperfonns the other algorithms in terms of the CH l i fetime and the number of 
c luster re-affil iat ions. Although this algorithm seems to be perfect, the 
perfonnance com pari on is  weak as i t  i s  compared with two of  the simplest 
a lgorithm . 
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novel a lgorithm to form table c lu ter in vehicular ad hoc net\\ ork on 
high\\ ay i pre ented in [29] .  The c lu  ter fonnation in this algorithm i l imited to 
the \ ehicle that tra\ el in the arne direction . Additiona l ly, the speed di fference 
bet\\ een the \ ehicles i the main key criterion to form stable c luster . ince the 
\ ehicle move in di ffi rent  peed , the network is  di ided into d ifferent c lu ter in a 
\\ a that the member of each c luster are table with each other. In other word . the 
fa t vehic le are grouped in one clu ter and the low ones in another c luster. Each 
vehic le in the network is  uppo ed to c lassi fy its neighbors into stable and non-
table neighbor . This can be achieved by periodical l y  broadcasting the elocity 
infollnation to al l neighbor . Then by comparing the eloci t ies of the ehicle , the 
lowest vehicle among all i ts neighbors within the transmission range should 
in i t iate the c lu  tering proce s .  All  i ts neighbors that have a velocity Ie s than the 
thre hold veloc i ty are grouped in one c luster, and the remaining vehicles rein itiate 
the proce fol lowing the same procedure to create other clusters . The c lu  ter head 
is selected by computing the suitabi l i ty value. This a lue is calculated based on the 
mobi li ty  information. Each vehicle should find how close i ts position is  to the 
mean po i t ion of i ts  entire stab le  neighbors, and how close i ts velocity to the mean 
velocity of a l l  i t  table neighbors. The node wi th  the highest suitab i l i ty value i s  
e lected as  a CH.  
The c lu  ter maintenance phase is  ini t iated whenever the  topology of the 
network changes . The topology could be changed by tlu"ee d ifferent scenarios: a 
new vehic le joins a c luster, leaves a c luster, or two cluster heads come close to 
each other. In the first scenario, the new vehic le that intends to join a cluster should 
check its relative speed with the CH i f  i t  i s  within the threshold. In  the second case, 
the member vehicle that leaves the c luster must be removed from the c luster 
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member ' Ii t, and it hould find another nearb c lu  ter to join i t .  In the la t ca e, i f  
tv. 0 I [ come \\ i thin the prox imity of each other and the tran mi ion range and 
their relative peed are v" i thin the thre hold, then a merging proce i ini tiated. In  
th i  proce , a  1 1  that ha  Ie number of member wai  es i t  role to the other CH 
and become a member in the  new elu ter. 
The performance of thi algori thm wa te ted u mg C++ imulator. The 
p rfom1ance metrics are: the c luster tabi l i ty, average c luster l i fetime, number of 
l u  ter that are created, and the c lustering overhead. This algori thm was compared 
\\ i th 1\\ 0 other a lgorithm which are :  the weight based a lgorithm and the po ition 
ba ed a lgorithm. I t  i noticed that the propo ed algori thm has the smal le t number 
of c lu  ter change , and has the highest c luster head l i fetime. Moreo er, the 
proposed a lgorithm has the smal lest c luster fom1ation rate. 
2. 1 .4 Direct io n -based c l ustering 
The direct ion based e lu  tering algorithm C-DRlVE is  proposed in [30] and 
[3 1 ] . It depends on the direction of the vehic les after passing the intersection. 
There are three d ifferent d irections in each intersect ion:  straight, right, or left.  In 
each direction a c lu  ter i s  formed. Before the intersection point, each vehicle sends 
a hel lo message to check if there is  any exi t ing c luster for a particular direction. I f  
i t  receives a reply  from a C H  for i t s  de  ired direction then i t  joins that c luster. 
Otherwise, it announces i tself as a CH for this direction. Once the cluster head is 
selected, i t  hould compute the  density of the  vehic le in i ts c luster and then sends 
it to the exist ing i nfrastructure. H ere, the CH is assumed to be at the front of the 
c luster. M oreover, each vehicle in the c luster should periodical ly send a l ive 
message to confirm its presence in the c luster. 
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The author m thi paper high l ighted an important point \\ hich i the 
0\ ertaking in the clu ter. In detail , i f  a member \ ehicle move with a peed higher 
than the H '  peed, then thi vehicle has a chance to leave the c lu ter before the 
CH ends the information about the den ity of the clu ter. A a re ult, thi 
mfonnation i not accurate due to the oveJ1aking of a vehicle .  0, in  order to olve 
uch inaccuracy due to o\, ertaking, a CH switching mechanism i propo ed. Each 
\, eh ic le in the cl uster hould constant ly measure it relati e distance with re pect to 
the C H .  Then, i f  a vehic le  intends to 0 eJiake, it should send a me age to the C H  
t o  infom1 i t  about i t s  overtaking. Then, a C H  check i f  a ehicle can act as a CH t i l l  
the inter ection, i t  witche i t s  role to  the overtaking vehicle.  So, the overtaking 
vehicle can handle transfening the density infom1at ion. On the other band, i f  the 
overtaking ehicle cannot take the role of the CH because of its h igh speed then 
the original C H  i l l  reduce the den ity count due t o  the passing vehic le  and no 
effect wi l l  exi  t in the clu ter. 
In this a lgorithm, the election of a CH i not perfect, since it only depends on 
the l ocation parameter. Moreo er the goal of the c lustering i s  l imi ted to measuring 
the vehicle ' densi t ies in each direction of the inter ection without considering the 
other c lustering benefits such as reducing the messages exchanged. Also,  the 
l i fetime of  the c luster i ery short, since the c lu  ter is destroyed after passing the 
intersect ion point. 
In order to reduce the c luster head changing that is  due to the vehicles' varying 
speeds, a modification of C-DRlVE algorithm is  presented in  [32 ] .  The goal of the 
proposed modification i to implement a new c luster head election pol icy. The 
authors defined some imaginary points a long the street before the inter ections. 
These points are the start ing point, the ending point, and the threshold point .  The 
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tart point i the point \\ here the c lu  ter fom1ation i ini t iated wherea the end 
point i the point \\ here all the clu tering proce and maintenance i terminated. 
On the other hand, the thre hold point i the point that lie between tbe tart and 
the end p int and at thi point the clu ter head election proces i topped. 
10reO\ er, the thre hold di tance i defined a the optimal length of the clu ter 
area . Thi di  tance i important for having a perfect c lu ter formation and clu ter 
head election. Thi a lue a l lows the ehicle to be in the arne cluster unt i l  
reaching the  inter ection regard Ie of their speeds. I n  addit ion, thi a l low the 
clu ter head to continue erv ing the c lu  ter through the clu ter l i fetime. 
The s imulat ion showed that the proposed modification gives a better result than 
the original C-DRIVE olut ion in terms of the number of c luster heads changes and 
the overa l l  overhead . 
2 . 1 .5 Leaders h i p  d u ra t ion -based c l u st e r i ng 
The c lustering a lgori thm in [33 ]  takes into considerat ion a directional data, 
leadership duration and the I D  value. The leader hip duration means the latest CH 
relationship durat ion for a node. The longer leadership duration indicates more 
chance for the node to be more stable. The node is elected as a CH if it has the 
longest leader hip duration, in other words more experience. Howe er, in  case 
there are two nodes that have the same leadership duration, then the one with the 
lowest I D  is  selected as a CH .  
I f  a member node 10 e s  i t s  CH,  then i t  looks for a nearby CH that satisfies the 
CH election condi tions and joins i ts group. Otherwise it e lects itself as a CH .  
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The dra\ back of thi algorithm i that it depend on the leader hlp duratIOn, 
\\, hich i mefficient in  ca e none of the node ha\ e ever been a a CH .  0, in  thi 
ca e their leader hip duration i equal zero, and the election , i l l  only be bui l t  
according to the lowe t l D. 
2 . 1 .6 Path  10 -ba ed c 1u  ter ing  
A nc\\ c lu  tering a lgorithm that is  ba  ed on the  phy ical con traint of the 
channel i propo ed in [34] .  I t  con ider two of them the path 10 which is 
defined a the di tance between the vehicle and the ba e station; the larger the 
di tance between the ehicle and the roadside unit, the greater the path loss and 
accordingl the weaker the ignal .  The second phy ical constraint is the 
interference between the vehicles because of the 0 erlapping. 
When a ne, node wants to join a c1u ter, it looks for a CH within it 
tran mi ion range, if i t  fmds one; i t  compares its own distance to the base stat ion 
and the CH distance to the base stat ion. Then, the one that has the shorte t distance 
i elected a a CH .  Another po sible case i that i f  the C H  leaves the clu ter, then 
the arne procedure is  fol lowed to select another C H .  If the member node lea es 
the c luster, it searches for another nearby c luster to join it. Furthemlore, if 1\vo 
c lusters come closer, then the CH with the shortest di stance is chosen as a CH .  
The author specifies three cases where a c luster only consists of one node. The 
fir t ease i when the node doe not have any vehicle within its transmission range. 
The second case, if the nearest c luster is overloaded and cannot handle more 
vehic les. The last case, if next to the nearest c luster has a weak ignaJ qual i ty to 
communicate and exchange messages with the node . 
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I n  order to m a ure the performance of thi algorithm, a real input data i 
gathered from the Traffic Wales data of wan ea-London M4 motOlway. Thi data 
i used to imulate a real i  tic vehicular traffic .  The cenario of this simulation 
consi t of three unidirectional lane . A compari on between the analytical and the 
imulated model how that there i a high agreement between them. The result 
how that the H change increa e during the peak hour of the day due to the 
huge number of ehicles .  Al  0, during the e hours the c luster ize and the average 
number of c lu  ter increa e. Moreo er, the propo ed protocol is compared with 
the ehicle to Road ide ( 2 R )  communicat ion system. In  the 2R system, each 
vehicle in the net\ ork direct ly  communicate with the roadside unit , whereas tn  
the  propo ed algoritllm, a l l  the  communications to the  roadside unit is  done 
through the CH .  The results show that the V2R has a greater end to end delay than 
the minimal path clu tering algorithm. As a resul t ,  packet dropping probabi l i ty i 
more in  the 2R than in the proposed algorithm . 
2 .2  Drawbacks i n  exis t i n g  a lgori t h ms 
The exist ing c lu  tering algorithm have several drawbacks that influence 
their  overal l  perfomlances. The main drawback points are l i sted below : 
• Some a lgorithms depend on parameters that do not represent any 
valuable information about the nodes in electing the CH, for example 
the lowest I D  a lgori thm and the highest nodal degree. 
• Some CHs are elected for long periods, so they are subjected to the 
resources drainage. 
• Many a lgorithms do not have l imitations in the c luster size which 
resul ts in decreasing the throughput of the c luster and increasing the 
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• 
number of 10 t afet me age that ''. ould affect the dri\' r '  afet), on 
the road . 
everal algorithm have unreal i  t ic a umption . For example, the 
H A algorithm a sume that the fir t three phase of the algorithm 
take place whi le  the node are tat ic ;  obviously this a umption i not 
real i  t ic ,  ince i t  ignores the mobi l i ty of ehicle in VANETs. 
• Diffi rent algorithm ha e orne re triction in their implementation , 
for in tance the MOBIC algOJithm is good on ly in the moderate and 
high tran mi sion range and performs wor e than the lowest I D  in the 
short transmi ion range . 
• Some algorithm con ume a lot of t ime and network resources in the 
e1u tering fomlation process, such a WCA algoritlm1. 
• Different author val idate their  algorithm 's  performance by comparing 
them with the simplest and the inefficient algorithms such as the L I D  
and highe t nodal degree. 
2 .3 C lass i ficat ion S u mmary 
A summary of  exist i ng algorithms i l i sted in tables l and 2 .  They are 
divided into two tables because of spacing purposes. The fir t table shows a 
summary of a l l  the mentioned algorithms except the mobi l i ty based a lgorithm 
which are l i sted in table 2. The tables high l ight  the types of networks using 
c lustering tecJmiques, the c lustering metrics the CH election, the perfomlance, the 
s imulator used and the year of publ ication. The publication year i mentioned here 
to how that the c lustering concept is not a new concept and the re earches in thi 
area grow yearly. 
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C lassi fi cation 
I D  
odal degree 
Direction 
Leader hip 
Path 10 
Table I :  umm ary of eX l t ing c lu te ring algonthm 
Algorithms Ad-hoc Metric CH election I Performance networks 
Better 
throughput than 
L T D  I l ET I D  Lowe t l D  the highe t 
degree 
algorithm 
. odal dal max imum More table 
degree 1 A l  E T  degree number of cl uster than 
neighbors L lD 
k- 0, 1 D  1 , ET odal the highest Outperform degree connectivity L I D  
The large t Outperforms 
Force Di tance nWl1ber of L T D  and local 
directed V A  E T  and positiYe peer group veloci ty neighbor architecture 
(LPG) 
HC VA>JET odal Highest Outperfoml 
degree connecti vity the K-CONI D  
front node 
C-DRNE VA T Location of the -
c luster 
front node Outperfonlls C-IC-DRIVE VAN E T  Location of the 
c luster DRNE 
directional 
data. Longest Leader hip leader hip VANET leadership -duration duration 
and the ID duration 
value 
Sh0l1est 
outperfomls 
Path los VANET path loss distance to 
( V2R) 
the BS communication system 
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Simulator Publishing 
Year 
S-2 1 995 
I -2 1 995 
- 2002 
Custom 
imulator 20 1 2  
OMNET+ 
20 1 1  +, SUMO 
- 20 1 1  
NeTUn 20 1 1  
SWA S+ 2007 + 
Motorway 
Traffic 20 1 3  
Simulator 
Table 2 .  wnmary of ex is ting c lu te ring algorithms ba e d  on m obility 
C lassification Algorithm Ad-hoc Metric CH Performance networks Election 
transmission 
power 
outperforms nodes 
, 
mobI l ity, node with L ID and WCA MANET 
ideal node rrunlITIUm highest 
degree, and weight degree 
battery algorithms 
powcr 
MOBIC MA ET Mobil i ty lowest outperfomlS mobi l ity LID 
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CHAPTER 3 
Protocol Design 
Thi chapter include the problem tatement, the methodology, the de ign 
chall  nge , the expected impact , the new feature , the protocol operation, and 
final ly  the throughput calculations. 
3. 1 Problem ta tement  
Thi  the  i a Im at de  igning a complete c lustering protocol that take into 
con ideration all the a pect that affect the clu tering tructure, such as: 
• The me age ' fomlat .  
• The communication and the medium access technologies (between the RSU 
and CH,  between the CH and the vehicle members ) .  
o I E E E  802. 1 1 p (CSMA/CA). 
• The c lu tering algorithm that : 
o Consider a l l  the sign ificant parameter in the network, such as the 
nodal degree the direction, and the velocity. 
o Create a balanced ystem by dividing the c lustering proce 
overhead between the vehicles in the network and the RSU.  
o Reduces the computat ional and the communication costs of c luster 
formation process by electing two CHs, one as the main CH and the 
other one as a standby C H .  
o Minimizes the col l is ion in the sy tern . 
o Increases the throughput of the whole network by fmding an 
opt imal size of c lusters. 
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3.2 M t h odolog� 
The tart ing point to achieve the abO\ e objective of tbi project to 
under tand the main a pect of the H , i t main component and main feature . 
Under tand the c lu  tering concept, de ign the c lu  tering fom1ation process, 
con ider the c lu  tering maintenance once the topology change , choo e the 
c lu  tering elect ion criteria that would maintain a balanced c lustering group that has 
a m in imum col l i  ion, max imum throughput, and a table cluster . In addit ion, i t  is 
crucial to tud 1110 t of the exi  t ing c1u tering techniques both in MANET and 
V ET , recognize their di fferences, and highl ight their weaknesse . 
In order to find the opt imal size of a c luster, an analytical study i s  required. 
The y tem should be mathemat ica l ly  modeled to relate the probabi l i ty of col l is ion 
and the throughput to the cluster size. 
Moreover, a real traffic data for a specific road in Al  Ain region i coll ected 
from the Department Of Transport C OOT) in Abu Dhab i .  Then, th is data is used to 
conduct efficient analysis that is based on real scenario .  Once the analy is re ult i 
obtained, i t  w i l l  be used to test the proposed c lustering protocol using the Matlab 
s imulator. The devi ed protocol wi l l  be compared with s imi lar c lustering 
a lgorithms according to some criteria that are crucial to c lustering teclmiques such 
a , the stabi l ity of the c luster, the communicat ion overheads, throughput and 
minimum s ingle node clu ter. . . . .  etc . 
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3.3 De ign c h a l l enge 
De igning a ne\.\ c lu tering protocol \ ith certain feature 
tenn o f: 
a challenge in 
• What are the mo t important parameter that the me age ' field hould 
contain? 
• What medium acce method i appropriate for this algorithm that would 
guarantee high rate of me age del ivery to the c lu  ter head and the road 
ide unit? 
• everal cenar-ios affecting the c lustering process should be considered 
uch a traffic l ight , inter ections, roundabouts, etc. 
• The analysis of  this protocol to find the throughput and the optimal size of 
the c lu  ter. 
• Choo ing the proper imulator. 
• Te t ing other c lustering algorithm s  to have a fair  companson with our 
alg0l1thm. 
3.4 E x pected I mpacts  
To the best  of our knowledge, the c lu  tering methods are considered and 
studied only in MA ETs and V ANETs; we could not real ize any cl ustering 
a lgorithm that i s  de i gned especia l ly  for the H SVN . So, our proposal can be 
considered one of the first approaches in this area. In addit ion, the main concern 
for most of the proposed a lg0l1tlmls is only to establ ish stable clustering 
a lgorithms; however, in our algorithm we consider a very important parameter 
which is the throughput of the c luster to control the density of the vehicles in a 
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c lu ter. I 0 ,  our propo ed protocol divide the comple ity of the C\U tering 
algorithm betw een the road ide unit and the c lu  ter head. 
Thi project wi l l  open the door for re earcher to explore more in thi area . 
ddit ional ly ,  further e fficient c lustering 31gori thm can be developed ba ed on thi  
protocol .  
3 .5  C o n t r i b u t i o n  & l\'ew fea t u re 
The main contribution in tbi  project is to design a complete clustering 
protocol that take into can ideration a l l  the a peets that influence the ehicular 
net\\ ork . A l  0, in de ign ing the c lu  tering algori thm, a ol id analy is is performed 
in order to define the boundary of the c lu  ter ize, which depends on the 
probabi l i ty of  col l is ion and the throughput. Furthennore, i t  is critical to pre erve 
the t ime and the re ources consumed in the c lustering process and this i achieved 
by electing two CHs for each c lu  ter. 
3.6 A ss u m pt i o n s  
The proposed protocol a sumes the fol lowing: 
1 .  Each ehicle is  equipped with a GPS device in order to know its exact 
coordinates. 
2 .  Transmi sian range o f  the RSU i 800m. 
3 .  Vehic le  length i about 4m and considering the safety distance between 
vehicles a 1 m, then the total length is Sm.  
4 .  The transmission range of a ehicle is 400m. 
5 .  The des ign '  environment i s  a n  urban area. 
6.  The peed l imits range between 60 and 1 OOkn1fh. 
7 .  The street is  straight with three unidirectional lanes. 
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3.7  Prot ocol flo'Hh art  
The il \\ chart repre ent  the a lgorithm tep and their  order , a it i hown 
in figure 3 . 1 below. The deta i l  of the protocol are i l lustrated in the next ection. 
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, ehlcles 
A neighbor's l ist IS maintained b) each 
, elude 
\\' l IhlO threshold 'lit 
A group I fomled 
A group's l i st that contalO data about each 
member In the cluster IS malOtalOed 
end the group's list to the RSU 
R U compute the weight for each member 
10 the c luster 
Check if the , ehicle 
has the l argest \\ eight 
In the c luster 
Elect the second l argest weight , eh1c1e as a 
standby C H  
RSU announces the CH and standby Cll  t o  
'ot \\ Ithln 
threshold 
};ot lowest l D  
Assign i t  as a cluster's member 
Figu re 3 . ] : Prot ocol Flowchart 
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3.8  Pro t ocol  op f'at ion  
In th i  protocol the road i divided into everal zone and each zone i 
control led by one R 0, the zone i defined by the tran mi ion range of the 
R . The protocol goe t lu'ough d ifferent tage in order to fom1 clu ters and 
maintain them. 
3.8. 1 I n i t i a l  tage 
During the init ia l  stage, Hel lo me ages are exchanged between the 
\ ehicle . A He l lo  me sage con ists of the ehic le ' s  l D, coordinates, speed and the 
nodal degree ( total of two hop neighbor ) .  After that , each vehicle maintains a 
neighbor ' I i  t .  Then, in each group, the vehic le that finds i tself with the lowest ill 
in the col lected tab le  should back-off for a certain t ime and transmits i ts table to 
the RSU.  By this way, the RSU wi l l  have a complete picture about a l l  the vehicles 
in i ts zone. The lowe t I D  ehicle i s  i n  charge o f  ending the table to the RSU in 
order to minimize the 0 erheads in the RSU. 
3.8 .2  CJus ter  for m a t i o n  
The RSU has a l l  the information re lated to  the  vehicles moving in i t s  zone, 
which is  defined by the transmission range of the RSU.  So, the RSU di ides the 
vehic les into di fferent c luster according to their velocit ies and locations. As a 
re u l t ,  a l l  the exist ing vehicles at that moment are associated with a c luster. Now 
each c luster needs a coordinator to manage the cOl1ununication between the 
vehic les in the c luster and the RSU;  this is explained in the next section. 
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3.8.3 lu ter  H ead (C H )  elec t ion 
c lu ter h ad i the main coordinator in the c lu  ter. Each elu ter hould ha\. e a 
e lu  ter head to manage the communication between the vehicle ' member and the 
R U.  But. the que t ion i \ hich \ ehic le  in the e lu  ter i el igible to be a clu ter 
head among other \ ehicle ? 
Once the network i divided into c luster , the RSU compute a eight [or each 
veh ic le in the zone.  The \ eight calcu lat ion depends on the total number of two hop 
neighbor , and the di lance between the ehicle and the RSU.  The vehicle that has 
tbe large t number of two hop neighbor and the horte t distance to the RSU is  the 
mo t desirable  vehicle to be elected as a c luster head for i ts c luster. 
In case there are more tban one vehicle that bas the same weight , then there 
w i l l  be two po sible cenario : the fir t scenario i s :  i f more than one ehicle has the 
arne \A.-'eighting factor and they are all candidates to be a a CH,  then the RSU 
selects the ehicle wi th the lowe t ID as a CH ,  the next lowest ill vehicle as a 
Standby. and the remaining vehic les as members . The second possible cenario is :  
i f  more than one vehic le has the same weight and want to join a c luster but the 
c lu  ter has only one free space, then the vehicle with the lowest 10 wi l l  be 
accepted a a member. To summaries this situation, the proposed algorithm on ly 
rel ies on the ehic le '  s I D  in case the ehicles' weights are equal .  
Furthermore, the RSU, once i t  distributes the c lusters infom1ations, i t  deletes 
a l l  the records of the c lustering process except  the CH and Standby CH data. This 
is  necessary to conserve the RSU memory. 
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The weighting fonnula ( 1 )  i obtained according to ome fact that are 
e plained in detai l  in the fol lowing paragraph. 
, d  
W = a +  ac ( 1 )  
Nd \, I d 
Where: 
,,1\ d I/a , 
W i the \ ehicle \\ eight, 
d i 2 -hop nodal degree, 
dr."la\ i Maximum number of 2-hop nodal degree, 
d is di stance between the ehicle and the RSU, 
d\1a, i Maximum di tance between the ehicle and the RSU, 
U ) ,  u :!  are weight ing factors, 
In the abo e fonnula, the relation between the nodal degree and the weight is a 
direct relation, a the number of 2-hop neighbors increases that means the vehicle 
can communicate or can reach large number of  vehicles which is  a desired feature 
in the c luster head ehicle.  Moreover, the di  tance between the vehicle and the 
RSU is  inversely  propOIiional to the weight. The reason is, when the vehicle has 
the smal le  t di tance to the RSU, it w i l l  gain  more weight, since the path losses and 
interferences w i l l  be less and this is preferred in selecting the c lu  ter head node. 
A lso, each parameter in the equation is  divided by the maximum possible value in 
order to normal ize it. Normal ization is  appl ied since we are deal ing with 
parameter that have di fferent unit and scales. So we need to normal ize al l  the 
parameters under the ame sca le  to have a fair  compari son. In addi t ion u) and u:! 
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\\ hlch are the \\ elghting factor are a i gned the ame \ al ue \\ hich i O. ince both 
parameter ( nodal degree, di tance) ha\ e the ame ignificance in electing the 
c lu  ter head. 
The fIgure belO\ d Iu  trate the lu ter [omlat ion and the main node that are 
contained in any c lu  ter. 
- - - - - 1- 1- - - - -
- 1- - � - - - � - 1_ � � � - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - � - � � - - - - - - 1_ - - � - � - - - - - � - - - .  
� Cluster Head (CH) car 
... Standby CH car 
� Member car 
� No-Status car 
> -
- . - . _ . - . -
Figure 3 . 2 :  C lu  ter fonnation 
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3 . .  4 l u  ter  main tena nce 
There are d ifferent cenano affecting the c lu  tering proce and i t  tab i l ity. 
The e cenano are ummarized in the fol lowing: 
• cenario I :  i f  the H l eave th c lu ter early due to peeding 
W i thIn the clu te r 
Out ide the 
Che ck the 
loca tion 
of the CH 
lill ounce the 
ta ndby CH as a new 
CH 
.---------------� 
ra nge C ·  h '-_ ___ --=>�I ontm ue t e process 
Figure 3 . 3 :  F lowchart for Scenario 1 
I n  thi cenalio, if the CH moved outside its c luster range, then the standby 
CH should take over as a CH to the members and as a coordinator to the RSU. 
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• H lea\ e the e lu  ter whi le  the H i operating in the 
e l L! ter, or both H l eave the clu ter at the ame time. 
W ithin the cluste�r----_______ � 
cali on of the 
tandby H 
heck the 
location of the 
main CH 
Ou tside the 
cluster range 
Star t a new election 
pr ocess 
r ange 
W ithin the cluster 
r ange 
Figure 3 .4 :  Flowchart for Scenario 2 
Continu e the pr ocess 
I n  case the standby CH leaves the c luster then nothing should be done as 
the main C H  t i l l  exists  in the c lu  ter. However, if the main CH also leaves the 
c lu  ter, then there wi l l  be no coordinator for the c l uster. So, a new e lection process 
should commence. 
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cenario 3 :  a ne" vehicle \\ ant t o  join the c l u  ter 
ne'W vehJ cle end I ts 
coordinate to the RS 
vehicle's location 'W ith the 
location of the CH \ ithin 
the R U z one 
J 
RSU announce for this 
v ehicle its CH 's  lD 
Figure 3 . 5 :  Flowchart for Scenario 3 
A ne\ ehicle send its coordinates to the RSU by Hel lo message with 
higher tran mi tted power than the regular Hello messages that are exchanged 
betv een the vehicles. 
• Scenario 4 :  a member vehicle wants t o  leave the c luster 
A member ehicle will mov e 
outs ide the clus ter rang e 
J 
Send a L ea e mess ag e  to the 
CH 
CH remov es the member' s 
inform ation fr om the 
clus ter's I i  t 
The v ehicle initiates the j oin 
process to j oin another 
clus ter 
Figure 3 . 6 :  F lowchart for Scenario 4 
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3.9 � l e  age E ,xc hanged 
The re are d iffe re nt type s of me age e changed through the clu te ring 
proce . The e me age are: H EL LO me age, JO • -REQ - T me ssage, JOI}l" -
A EPT me age. L E  E me age, and the Pe riod ic CH -Data me s age . 
a. H EL LO me age 
He llo me age are e xchanged be tw ee n  the e hicle s at the start point of 
age a re \'e ry critical in the clu te ring proce s since the y 
consist of the m o  t im portant parame te rs that ide ntify the m obilit y of e hicle s. The 
m ain fie ld s of the e type of me sage s are de scribed in figure 3 . 7 .  
VeJlI cle- I D  X -coord inate Y - coord inate 
Figure 3 . 7 : H ELLO me age fie ld s  
Cluste r-I D 
a) e hicle -I D: e ach ve hicle has a uniq ue I D  that will d istingui h it from othe r 
ve hicle s. 
b) X- coord in ate and Y -coord inate: the e coord inate s  spe cify the location of 
the e hicle and are obtained fr om the GPS which is em bedded in the 
ve hicle . 
c) Dire ction: this fie ld shows the m oveme nt d ire ction of the e hicle, e ithe r 
forw ard or back\! ard. 
d) Speed: the peed fie ld de cribe s the speed of the ve hicle . 
e) We ight: this fie ld is initially eq ual to ze ro; but afte r  e xchanging the 
me ssage s, the RSU calculate s the we ight for e ach ve hicle. This fie ld he lp 
in de fining the tatus of the ve hicle, e ithe r CH or mem be r. 
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f) l u  ter- l D: th l field i in i t ia l l  equal to zero: then after defining the 
neighbor for each vehicle, i t  \v i l l  ha\ a value. 
g )  tatu : thi field i in i t ia l ly  equal to zero; then after defining the group and 
finding the \V·eight,  i t  w i l l  contain the statu of the node. The tatus can be a 
H ,  a tandby H, a member, or no- tatu 
b. Periodic mes age 
A periodic mes age wi l l  be ent by the RSU that consi t of al l the CH 
data in i t  zone. Th i message wi l l  contain the  CH- IO , their coordinate , and the 
total number of their member . The benefit of thi  type of mes age i to help the 
nevv vehic les that enter the zone to find the neare t CH to join i t  group. Al  0, the 
member in  each c luster wi l l  end periodical ly a message to not i fy tlle C H  about 
their pre ence in the c luster. 
c .  JO IN-REQUEST mes age 
Thi type of  messages i s  only exchanged i f  the vehicle loses its connectivity with 
i ts CH. The vehic le sends join request me age to the corresponding CH after 
receiving the CH ill from the RSU, as it is explained in scenario 3. The main fields 
of JOIN-REQUEST messages are the same a the Hello mes age fields, except that 
the C luster- I D  and Statu fields are equal to zeroes . 
In the jo in request message, the c luster 1 0  and status fields are zero unt i l  
the ehicle receives the accept message from the CH,  and then these two field wi l l  
have values. However, the weight fie ld can have a value or  i t  can be zero . Th is 
depends on the exchange me sages. If the vehic le enters the zone at the in i t ia l  stage 
where the Hel lo  messages are exchanged between the vehic les, then the vehic le 
wi l l  have a weighting value.  On the other hand, i f  the vehic le enters the region 
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after the c lu  ter are formed, then the vehicle v. i l l  exchange the me age with the 
R to elect [or it the corre ponding clu ter and the weight  field is zero ince i t  
doe not have any  role in thi  tage. The main purpose of the \veight value is  to 
define the tatu for each vehicle in the clu ter. However the new 'v ehicle is only 
accepted a a member in the clu ter and not a a H or tandby C H .  The rea on i 
to keep the y tem imple and not complicated with high number of exchanged 
me age . 
d. J01  -ACCEPT message 
The JOIN-ACCEPT me age 1S ent by the CH after receiving the JOIN­
R EQ EST me age to the vehicle .  But ,  i t  i s  mandatory that the c luster does not 
reach the max imum ize in order to accept the new vehic le .  The main fields of the 
JOI  -ACCE PT me ages are the same as the Hel lo message fields. 
e .  LEAVE message 
The LEAVE me sage is sent by the member that wi l l  leave the c lu  ter to 
the CH in order to be removed from the CH records. Also, the CH sends a Lea e 
message to the standby C H  in  order to take i ts role .  
The a erage payload of the messages exchanged during the clustering 
formation is  the total ummation of the message field ' l engths :  
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Table 3 :  The me age field ' lze 
Field 
I D  
X coordinate 
Y coordinate 
Direction 
Speed 
Weight 
Cluster J D  
Status 
Total 
� Size (byte) 
8 
20 
20 
1 4  
1 5  
20 
8 
20 
1 25 
The total mes age length is 1 25 byte which equals 1 000 bit , and this i the 
average me age payload. This message ' size is regular in V ANETs. 
3. 1 0  T h ro u g h p u t  ca lcu lat ion  
Throughput i a very important parameter that hould be considered in network 
communication . It describes the number of succe sful  messages that are del i ered 
through the communication l ink [35 ] .  
I n  order to  find the throughput of the system, Bianchi model was studied and 
implemented [36] . Bianchi model help in finding the saturation throughput of the 
channel by using the two dimen ional Markov chain process. It a urnes that the 
channel is  ideal by ignoring the h idden terminal problem and the capture effect. 
Briefly, two dimensional Markov chain process depends on the backoff stages, 
considering the minimum and maximum contention window . The resul t  of this 
model i a closed [01111 expression of  the saturation throughput which is derived 
from the probabi l i ty of tran mission, probabi l i ty of col l ision and other ignificant 
parameter . The resul t ing equations are as fol low: 
Probabi l i ty of col l is ion: p = 1 - ( 1 - t ) " -l ( 2 )  
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P b b ' l '  f . 2( 1 - ' p )  ro a l I t  y o  acce m g  the channel : f =  � ( 3 )  
( 1 - 2p)( Wrrun + 1 ) , p Wrrun ( 1 - ( 2p)"' ) 
aturat ion throughput : T = p, P,r
L 
P, PIJ, + Plr ( l - p, )� + ( 1 - p" )T,,o, 
( 4) 
aturation throughput can be defined a the a erage pa load tran mitted in 
a lot t ime 0\ er the a\ erage duration of the s lot  t ime. 
The variables in th above equations are: 
p i the probabi l i ty of col l i  ion 
t i the channel acce probabi l i ty  of a node 
i the total number of nodes in the y tem 
Wmtn= C Wmtn+ 1 
p : the probab i l i ty of a successful transmission and it IS equal to:  
Nt( l - t )  \-I 
p, 
= 
1 - ( 1 - f )  \ 
PIT: is tbe probabi l i ty that at least one transmission occurs in a slot and it i s  equal 
to:  PI,. = 1 - ( 1 - t) \ 
L :  i s  the a erage packet payload size 
TslOl : is the durat ion of a ingle slot time 
T :  I S  the average time needed to transmit  a packet of sIze L ,  
Ts = H  + L + SIFS + a + ACK + DIFS + a  
Tc: i s  the average col l is ion time, Tc = H + L + DIFS + a 
Where H represents the physical and MAC headers, ACK is the 
acknowledgment t ime, 0 i s  the propagation delay, D I FS is  the Distributed Inter 
Frame Space t ime, and S IFS  is  the Short Inter Frame Space t ime. 
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In  rder to find the \'a lue of p and t ,  the t\\O non l inear equat ion ( 2 ) and 
( 3 )  were lved numerical ly  u ing atlab for different number of node . Then. the 
'aturat ion throughput wa found b e\ aluating equation ( 4 ) .  The re u l t  howed that 
the opt imal number of \ ehicle in each clu ter bould not exceed 1 0  vehicles .  The 
parameter et are Ii ted in table 4 according to the I EEE tandard as tated in 
[ 37 ] .  
Table  4: Throughput analy i parameters 
Parameter Value 
Data rate 3 Mb/s 
Slot t ime 1 3  )..t.S 
D I FS 58 )..t.S 
S I FS 32 )..t. s 
Propagat ion delay 2 )..t.s 
CW mm 1 5  
C Wlllax 1 023 
Payload 1 000 b its 333 . 33  )..t.S 
P H Y  header 1 92 bi t  64 )..t.S 
MAC header 256 bits 85 .33 )..t.S 
ACK 304 bits 1 0 1 .33  )..t. 
CSMAfCA ha two access methods, ei ther tbe basic access method or the 
RTS/CTS method . The basic acce s method is  the method that sends the data 
packets direct ly without exchanging Reque t To Send ( RTS) and Clear To Send 
(CTS)  packets, as mentioned in chapter 1 .  In our analy is, a basic  access method is  
implemented s ince the R TS/CTS method requires several hand hake which 
increases the overhead in the network and equential 1y  reduce the perfonnance of 
the system specifical ly in high mobi l i ty networks such as vehicle networks [38] .  
A l l  the previous algOli thms that are discussed in chapter 2 do not con ider 
the throughput of the c lustering; whereas in the propo ed algorithm the tlll'oughput 
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I taken into account to peci fy the optimal number of vehicle in a c 1u  ter. The 
opt imal Ize mean finding the upper bound of the clu ter ize that ha an 
acceptable throughput which doe not affect the nehvork performance. In addition, 
ome of the exi t ing algori thms et the upper bound of a clu ter \ \  i thout 
highl ighting the method of gett ing that alue.  
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CHAPTER 4 
Results & Discussion 
I n  thi chapter, the main re u l t  of the algorithm are pre ented and di cu ed. 
4 . 1  i m u la t ion scen ario 
In  order to check the val idity of our algori thm, a real traffic scenano I S  
implemented. The data is  col lected from the Department Of Transport ( DOT) in 
Abu Dhabi .  The area that i cho en is the chool zone in Al Ain, specifical ly 
Khaled Bin ul tan Street ( 1 4ih ) as shown in figure 4 . 1 4 .2 ,  and 4 .3 .  The total 
length of the treet is  approximately 800m, and it ha three lane , each one of 
width 3 . 5m .  Moreover, in our case, only the l ight cars were considered and the 
large vehic le were neglected since they only represent 5% from the total vehicles 
in the street as obtained from the DOT data .  A lso the total number of cars that can 
be at the ame time \ i thin the street length i 480 cars during the peak hours . In  
addit ion, the a lgorithm was simulated using Matlab 7 .6.0 ( R2008a), 
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Figure 4 . 1 :  A sample of traffic data ( Source: DOT) 
Figure 4 .2 :  Khaled Bin Sultan Street location ( ource: Google Map 201 3) 
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Figure 4 .3 : Khaled Bin Sul tan treet Snap hot (Source: DOT) 
4.2 S i m u l at i o n  Set u p  
In order to start the simulation, a traffic data fi le  is generated. F irst of a lL  
each vehic le in  the  nen ork; i . e .480 vehicles i s  a signed with a unique I D. Also, 
the vehicle are a s igned random peeds that range from 60 to 1 00 Km/h ( 1 6.66 to 
27 . 77  m;s) .  In addit ion, each ehic le ha a random eX Y )  coordinates. Ini t ia l l y, the 
weight \ alue , the group I D  and the vehicles tatus are al l set to zero. 
After the traffic data fi le  is generated, the c lusters ' borders are defmed by 
calculat ing the Eucl idean distances and the speed differences between each point 
and a l l  i t  neighbor nodes in  the zone. An example of Euclidean distance 
calculat ion is i l l u  trated in figure 4.4 which shows the maxin1um possible distance 
between the CH and a 2-hop neighbor. Then, if the Eucl idean di tance i Ie s than 
1 0 .05 1 and the speed di fference i s  less than 5 . 5 556rnJs, then the nodes are grouped 
in one c luster. Notice that we assume that the vehicle within 5 .5556m/s ( 20kmlh) 
speed d i fference can be in the same cluster. 
Furthermore, the RSU is assigned a location in the middle distance of the zone 
at  the roadside. As described previously, the weighting factor depends on the 
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number of neighbor for each \ ehicle and the di tance beh\ een the \; ehicle and the 
RS . 0, the weighting factor of  each vehicle are found in order to define the 
tatu for each v ehicle .  The tatu value could be zero which mean that the 
v h ic le ha no- tatu et, or one a a C H ,  or t\\ 0 as a tandby CH, or three as a 
member v ehicl  . 
3 
2 
o 
o 5 1 0  1 5  20  
F igure 4 .4 :  E uc l idean Distance Calculation Example 
M oreover, according to the previous calculation in chapter 3 ,  the optimal 
c luster size is  1 0  vehic le . So, in case more than 1 0  vehicles are el igible to join the 
c luster, then their weight factors should be compared. The vehicle that have the 
h ighest weighting factors are kept together in one c luster and the remaining 
vehicle shoul d  join the c luster where they have the shorte t di tance to their CH .  
Moreover, i f  a new vehic le wants to join a c luster and i t  has a higher weight than 
the exist ing members, the method of accepting this ehicle is different .  The 
method depends on the total number of member in the c luster, if they are les than 
the threshold value ( l  0 vehicles )  then the new ebicle is accepted as a new 
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member. On the other hand, i f  the c lu  ter reache i ts rna lrnum Ize: then the 
\ ehicle hould try to j oin another clu ter. 
4.3 Re u l t  
I n  order to evaluate the performance of the propo ed  a lgorithm, one of be  t 
exi  t ing mobi l i ty ba ed algorithm ( D  A )  i implemented [28 ] .  Thi way, a fair  
compari on between the proposed and the DCA algorithm is  presented. Al  0, to 
ha\ e rel iable and efficient re u l t  , the imulation is  run for 1 0  times arying the 
\ ehicle ' location and peed and then the average of the coll ected result is 
taken . The imulation re u l t  are presented and di cu sed below : 
4.3. 1 Tota l  n u mber of c lusters 
The total  number of  c lusters that are created in DCA and proposed algorithm 
is  i l l ustrated a hown in figure 4 .5 .  
Tota l  n u m be r  of c lusters 
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Figure 4 . 5 :  Total number of  c lu  tel's in the proposed and the DCA algorithms 
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The a\ erage number of  c luster formed within the zone i 95 du ter in  the 
D A algorithm and 66 c lu  ter in the propo ed algorithm, a hown in  figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4 .6 :  Total number of c lu  ters in the proposed and the DCA 
algori thms 
I t  i c lear that DCA algorithm ha a larger number of c lusters than the 
proposed a lgori thm. This i s  becau e there is  no upper or lower bounds that l imi t  
the s ize of the c luster. Less number of c lusters means less contention in the 
medium, les col l i sion and less packet loss. To c lari fy more, in the DCA a lgorithm 
the total number of clu ter formed are 95 clusters with 480 cars in the zone, which 
means 95 CHs need to communicate with the RSU.  On the other hand, in the 
proposed a lgorithm only 66 c lusters are formed wi th the same total number of cars, 
which mean only 66 CHs communicate with the RSU.  So by this, the proposed 
c lu  tering a lgorithm looks better than the DCA. 
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4.3 .2  i n gle node c lu  ter  
The number of ingle  node c lu  ter i hown in figure 4 .7 ,  and the a\ erage 
numb r of ingle node c lu  ter i 29 in DCA and 3 cluster in the propo ed 
algori thm ee figure 4. . 
I n  the propo ed a lgorithm, the ingle node clu ter are el iminated to the 
maximum po ible e tent. On the other hand, DCA has a very large number of 
ingle node clu ter . 
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F igure 4 . 7 :  S ingle node c lusters in the propo ed and the DCA algOlithms 
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Figure of. : The average of ingle node c lusters in the proposed and the DCA 
algorithms 
4.3.3 Clus ter  ize 
The l argest c lu  ter size for the DCA and the proposed algori thms i hown in 
figure 4 .9 .  
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F igure 4 .9 :  Largest c l uster s ize in the propo ed and the DCA algorithms 
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The a\ erage \ a lue of the large t c lu  ter ize in the DCA i 2 1  vehicle , where i t  
reduced to 10 ehic le in the propo ed a lgorithm, ee figure . 1 0 . 
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Figure 4 . 1 0 : Largest c l uster s ize in the proposed and the DCA algori thms 
4.3.4 C l u s ter  l i fet ime 
The c luster l i fetime i directl y  l inked to the c luster head l i fetime. I f  the c luster 
head keeps moving in the same direct ion with the arne velocity, then the c luster 
la t for a long period. In the vehicular networks, ince the vehicle ' movements 
are restricted to the roads' t ructures and the speeds'  l imi t ; especia l ly  in the urban 
areas, then the c luster l i fetime is long enough to exchange impOliant data between 
ehicle . 
In  the propo ed protocol, the c l u  ter l i fetime is related to the RSU zone. This is  
becau e the c lu  tering format ion process is only ini t iated at the beginning of each 
RSU 's  zone. It means that the c luster vanishes when the CH reaches the end of the 
RSU zone. So, i f  we assume that a CH moves with the max imum al lowed speed 
which is 27 . 77  mis, then the c luster l i fetime is equal to 28 .8  s. 
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C! L ifi . RS ::.one If ler I elll71e = = ---- = :2 . s ( 6 )  max .speed 
4.3.5 t a n d by C l u ter H ead 
tandby CH i u eful v. hen the H move outside the range of i t  e lu ter. 
o. in tead of running the elu tering proce again. the tandby CH take the role  
of the  CH .  ince the  c luster [Olmation proce cau e a delay in exchanging the 
nom1al afety message , the existence of a tandby c luster a l low more afety 
me age to be e changed without any di continuation of the commun ication 
proce betvv een the vehicle and the RSU. Howe er, in the other c lustering 
a lgorithm . \\ hen the CH move out ide its region, the c luster formation process i s  
in i t iated to elect a new CH .  As a result, the  communication overheads and the 
energy con umptions increase in the network .  In order to highl ight  energy sa l I1g 
and the importance of having a tandby CH in our c lustering protocol ,  the 
communication overheads and energy consumption to form and maintain the 
c lu  ter are calculated for the fol lowing case : a c luster w ithout Standby CH,  and a 
c lu  ter wi th Standby C H .  
4.3.5. 1 Com m u n icat ions  Overhead 
The communication overheads depend on the total number of mes ages that are 
exchanged in the c lu  ter formation and when the C H  leaves its c luster. 
Case l : Wi thout Standby C H  
I nit ia l ly,  Hel lo packets are ent between the vehicles. Then, join-request 
and join-accept messages are exchanged between the CH and the new ehicles to 
join a c luster. In case the CH moves outside its c luster's range, i t  send a leave 
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me age to it member and the e lu  ter \ ani�he . Again, a new elu teling 
fomlation proce i resumed, and new hel lo me age are exchanged to fonn ne\ 
c lu  ter and elect ne", CH . 
a e2 :  1 th tandby C H  
imi lar t o  the fir t c a  e ,  hel lo, join-reque t and join-accept mes age are sent 
between vehicle to form the elu ter . However, when the CH leaves it cluster, i t  
end a leave me age to it standby CH and the standby CH sends its l D  to the 
members a a new C H. So, no new clu tering proces is needed in this case. By 
thi way th overheads of the commun icat ion mes ages that are sent in the 
ab en e of the CH are reduced approximately to hal f when compared with the first 
ca e. 
4.3.5.2 E n e rgy Con s u m p t i o n  
The energy con umption is calculated according to the energy model that is  
de cribed in [39] . There are energy con umptions in tran mi tt ing and receiving 
me ages. The equation below repre ent the transmit ting energy consumption and 
the receiving energy consumption. Equation ( 7 )  describes the transmitting energy 
for the CH and RSU communications, whereas Equation ( 8 )  describes the 
tran m i tt ing energy for the CH and members ' communications. Since the distance 
between the RSU and the CH is long the two ray propagation model is assumed. 
On the other hand the free space model is  used for the communications between 
the CH and its members as they are very c lose to each other, so it is more pract ical 
to use the free space model .  In addi t ion, equation ( 9 )  represents the receiving 
energy consumption. 
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The parameter that are u ed in the calculation are I i  ted in table 5 .  
Table 5 :  Energy calcu lations parameter 
Parameter 
Radio el ectronics energy Ee1ec 
Transmit ampl i fier energy ( free pace) C[s 
Transmit ampl ifier energy (two ray) C2r 
N umber of bits in the packets ldata 
Average di tance betvv'een the c lu  ter head and the RSU d l  
D istance from the member node to the  cluster head d2 
a .  Energy consumption in the proposed protocol :  
Value 
50nJibit 
1 0pJ/bit/m-
O.OO 1 3pJlbit/n-( 
1 000bits 
200 
1 0.05 
Energy consumption for one c luster fom1ation is  explained in the fol lowing steps: 
1 .  eighboring node end their information to the lowest I D  ehic le, the 
maximum number of neighboring vehicles in the proposed protocol i 1 0 , 
including the lowest I D  vehic le .  U ing equation (8 ) ,  the transmitting energy 
is equal to 459.09/-11 . 
2 .  The lowe t ill vehicle recelv lOg the transmitted messages from the 
neighboring vehic les, which costs receIVmg energy equal to 450/-11 as 
equation (9 ) .  
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3 .  The lo\,\e t I D  nd a l l  the informat ion about i t  group to the R 
con uming 2 l 30llJ from i t  energy, u ing equat ion ( 7 ). 
4 .  R broadcast for a l l  the group member their new tatu after perfomling 
nece ar calculat ion which need about 2 J 30�.d . 
5 .  The c lu  ler member receive the broadca t me age, which i calculated a 
500Il J ·  
6 .  The total energy con umed i equal 5669.09 111 .  
E n  rgy con umption when the CH leave the c luster and the standby CH take 
oyer in the c lu  ter head dutie : 
1 .  C H  send a Lea e message to i t  tandby CH, consuming 5 1 .0 1  III 
2. Standby CH recelves the C H ' s  mes age which consumes a recelVlng 
energy of 50 IlJ .  
3 .  tandby C H  send a message t o  i ts member t o  announce i ts new role 
consuming about 5 1 . 0 1  IlJ .  
4 .  The member recei  e the mes age that tota l ly  consume 400 111 .  
5 .  The total energy consumed in  this case is  equal t o  552 .02 111 .  
B y  adding the energy con umed in  the c luster formation and the energy 
con umed when the CH lea es i ts  c lu  ter the total energy is equal to 622 1 . 1 1 Ill . 
b .  Energy consumption in the DCA: 
In  the DCA algorithm, the RSU is  not e l igible to take a place in the c luster 
formation proce s. The energy consumption for one c luster formation is e plained 
in the fol lowing steps :  
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] . eighboring node exchange their information together: the maximum 
number of neIghboring vehicle in the DCA i 2 1  vehicle . 0, the total 
energy con umed in transmitt ing and recei ing Hel lo me age i equal 
to 2 l 2 1 . � 1  IlJ .  
2 .  fier the calculation , the ehicle \ ith the highest weight announce i t  
role a a H to i t  member . The energy consumed i 1 020.2 IlJ . 
3 .  The member receiving the announced me sage consume 1 000 IlJ . 
-+.  The total energy consumed i equal 4 1 4 1 .4 1  fl.] . 
Energy con umption \ hen the C H  leave the c luster: 
When the CH lea e the c lu  ter, the c lu  ter formation process is  performed 
again ince there i no standby C H .  So, the total energy consumed in the cluster 
formation and the energy con umed when the CH leaves i t  clu ter is equal to 
82 2 .82 1lJ . 
By comparing the hvo a lgorithms, the proposed algorithm reduces the energy 
con umed when the CH leaves i t s  c luster by 25% from the DCA algorithm. Thi IS 
t he result  of electing two c luster heads in each c luster. 
4.4 Discu s ion 
An efficient c lu  tering a lgorithm hould con ider the rate of c lustering process 
in the nehvork to be minimized to an acceptable leve l .  It is c lear that the DCA 
algorithm had a larger number of c lusters than the proposed algorithm.  This is  
because there i no upper or lower bounds that l imit the s ize of the c luster. So,  the 
c luster could be as large as i t  can be, or a very smal l ize as in single node case. 
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Furthermore, a the total number of c lu  ter increa e . the contention inc rea e 
too. 0, the probab t l i t  of  col l i  ion i increa ed, and the throughput of the tern 
i decrea ed. 
I n  the propo ed algori thm, the ingle node c luster are el iminated ince they 
only con ume the band\ idth and the re ources of the network. The ingle node 
c lu  ter are tT ated a any c luster exi t in the nehvork. They end and receive 
me age from the RSU a other c lu  ter . A a result ,  these ingle node du ter 
increa e the R U energy con umption, the medium contentions, and the 
computations proces e . The result howed that there i s  3 ingle node c lu  ter in 
the propo ed algori thm. But to c lari fy this point ,  the algorithm does not accept 
these remaining nodes as single node c lu  ters, actual ly  the RSU wi l l  not save their 
h i  tory as an exist ing node in  the zone and i t  wi l l  not reser e any resources for 
them. Moreo er, these single nodes are remaining without any cluster because 
ei ther they are far away from any C H  or they are near c lusters that are already 
fi l led wi th the pos ible rna imum number of members ( 1 0 in our ca e) .  
On the other hand, the proposed a lgorithm has a defined maximum cluster size 
w hich i 1 0  ehicles. This s ize is deri ed con idering the col l i sion and the 
throughput calculation explained in chapter 3. As a resul t ,  by subst i tut ing the 
parameters that are defined in  table 3 in the equations that are described in section 
3 . 1 0, it was found that the probabi l ity of col l ision equal 0 .384 and the saturation 
throughput equal 0.93 1 5  (93%). However, in the DCA algorithm since the c luster 
size was undefined; the largest c luster size reached was 2 1  members. As a result ,  
the probabi l ity of col l is ion increased to 0.48 and the throughput decreased by 9% 
to 0.854 ( 85%). 
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CHAPTER S 
Conclusion 
Thi chapter repre ent an 0\ erview of  the the i , the main contribution 
and feature , and the future work that can be done for further improvement of the 
propo ed protocol .  
Bui lding a complete e lu  tering protocol in order t o  coordinate the 
communication between the ehiele them elve and betv. een the ehiele and the 
R U is  a great chal lenge. I t  require a careful de ign and overa l l  con ideration o f  
a l l  the a pect that affect the perfo1111ance of the e l u  tering. A s  our system is  a 
yehicular net,,: ork y tern; it is  important to consider the mobi l i ty factors in the 
de ign. The mobi l i ty factors are the vehicles' location , their nodal degrees, their 
speed , and final ly their mo ement directions. The weighting factor in the 
clu tering technique depends 011 these parameters. According to the value of the 
weighting factor , the c luster heads can be elected. Once the c luster heads are 
elected, the communications between the c luster heads and the RSU wi l l  be 
coordinated, and the communications between the c luster heads and their members 
as \ e l l .  
The main contribution of this thesis is design ing a complete protocol that 
takes into con iderations all the aspects that influence the vehicular network . 
A lso, this protocol has defined the boundary of the cluster size which depends on 
the probab i l i ty  of col l ision and the saturation throughput u ing analysis and 
calculation. Furthennore, it is  crit ical to preserve the t ime and resources consumed 
in the c lustering process, and this was done by selecting two CHs for each c luster. 
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Moreo\ er, a real i  t ic  weight ing factor ha been created by con idering al l the 
Important factor in the \ ehicular nen\ ork . 
The 0\ era 1 1  perfomlance of thi protocol is very good. I t  reduce the total 
number of c lu  ter that are [om1ed within the R U zone. Al  0, i t  l imits the infinite 
ize of clu ter by defining an upper bound for the c luster ize.  In addition, i t  
e l iminate the ingle node c lu  ters which con ume the resources of the network. 
For fUliher improvements related to the proposed c lustering protocol ,  there 
are ome ugge t ion : 
• This protocol i implemented for urban area , 0 it needs few 
modifications to be implemented for h ighway scenario 
• Propose a new communication technique between the RSU and 
the Cluster heads ( e.g. TDMA) to have free col l ision 
communications. 
• Consider a l l  the urban area features in  the design , such as traffic 
l ight , inter ections, roundabout , opposite direction of the road. 
etc . 
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